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Origins of the Eighteenth Century Spirit in France
I
INTRODUCTION
Before attempting a discussion of the origins of the
spirit of the eighteenth century, it is first necessary to as-
certain the exact nature of this spirit, Gustave Lanson de-
fines it as "une disposition generale a examiner avec defiance
l'autorite, la tradition, les prejuge's, en toutes matieres, dans
tous les ordres d f activite ou autorite; une disposition essenti-
elle se manifeste a ne plus croire que par la raison, pour des
motifs rationels dont la raison du temps prend une conscience
claire. H (l) It was a spirit of free examination, having for its
end the amelioration of individual ana collective well-being. It
developed in works written, not for a few learned people, but, f
for all those who were interested in literature.
Where does this spirit come from? Is it from the seven-
teenth century? In Placing the two centuries siae by side for
means of comparison, there is a tendency to point out only the
contradictions and dissimilitudes. Thus the seventeenth century
appears impregnated with Christianity, having such writers as
Pascal, Bossuet, Bourdaloue, Fe'nelon, and Flechier. Certain
aspects found in Moliere warn us ofthe existence of another
current absolutely opposed to the first, the current of libert-
inism, (2)
(1) Revue des Cours et Conferences: L* esprit philosophique
au XVIII siecle" (24 Dec. 1906) Vol. 17 p. 358 (Societe
francaise d'imprimerie et de librairie)
(2) For the philosophy of Moliere, see Brunetiere: Etudes
Critiques sur l^istoire de la Litte'rature Francaise:
Vol. 4 (1891) pp. 179-242(Librairie Hadi ette et 'cie)
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The eighteenth century, on the contrary, seems to be
characterized by its incredulity, Voltaire and Rousseau were
deists, while many of the Encyclopedists were frankly hostile to
religion. In the second half of the century, the incredulity
led to a sort of scientific materialism, to an atheism which was
quite different from the sceptism of the seventeenth century. The
seventeenth century had strict Christian ethics founded on dogma,
while the following century separated the codes of ethics from
dogma and sought to make it one of happiness and pleasure. While
the writers of the seventeenth century were occupied only with the
amelioration of individuals, those of the eighteenth were sociolo-
gists striving for the welfare andhappiness of society. The
eighteenth century was one of cosmopolitanism. The seventeenth
century was respectful of authority, even in matters of faith, and
at the same time, was not exempt from a certain a priori rational-
ism in scientific matters. The eighteenth century extended this
rationalism to matters of faith, seeking a foundation for it in
experimental and historical sciences. The seventeenth century was
an epoch of speculative, aesthetic, and artistic literature and
did not occupy itself with practical consequences;- This, of
course, excludes the works of Bossuet, Bourdaloue, and Fenelon
who, as clergymen, tried to direct the faithful. The litera-
ture of the eighteenth century was in general a means destined to
organize the society in a more just, agreeable, and comfortable
manner. This was the constant aim of the writers.
Despite so many apparent differences it shall be seen that
t*e eighteenth century came from the life of the seventeenth, and
-at it often manifested what had been too weak to express itself
2.

spontaneously, or what had been suppressed by force of authority
and tradition. Certain currents, which had in the earlier period
produced nothing, entered into full activi ty, and in this way
the continuity between the two centuries is established.
But how did the passage of the literature of the seventeenth
century to that of the eighteenth century take place? Brunetiere,
in his "Etudes Critiques'1 explains the philosophical movement of
the eighteenth century by pointing out the currents of libertinism
and Cartesianism, (l) He also takes notice of the powerful indi-
viduality of Bayle, of the penetrating character of Fantenelle and
of the English influence to which he attributes due importance.
In aaaition to this, Lanson considers the development of
rationalism among the Christians (2) but he gives little impor-
tance to the influence of English thought. (3)
Therefore, in order to study the origins of the spirit of
the eighteenth century, one must study the irreligion of the
seventeenth century, the influence of Cartesianism and the ration-
alistic movement, the idea of progress, the idea of science, the
influence of Eig lish free thought, Bayle, and Fontenelle.
(1) Etudes Critiques; Vols. 4 (1891) and 5 (1893)
(2) Revue des Cours et Confe'rences: "Origines et premieres
manifestations de l 1 esprit philosphique dans la litter-
ature franpaise de 1675 a 1748 H (6 Fev 1908) Vol. 16
(3) Revue des Cours et Conferences: "L* esprit philsophique au
XVIIIe siecle (24 dec. 1908) V 17 pp 358-359
It is true that there were manifestations of deism in
France before the influence of English thought was felt,
but this latter influence helped to strengthen the French
deism. Brunetiere, Bedier, and Hasard (Histoire de la
litterature francaise illustree Vol. II p 32)
3.
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II
THE IRRELIGION OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

II
The Irrellgion of the Seventeenth Century
Christianity was the authorized religion of France, but
currents of libertinism, of incredulity, and of deism, aided
by religious quarrels, often within the Catholic Church itself,
produced an anti-religious spirit which was quickly developing
at the end of the century.
The spirit of incredulity of the eighteenth century is
inexplicable without the currents of scepticism and indiffer-
ence, called libertinism, which started in the sixteenth century
and traversed the seventeenth.
In France, the new spirit was characterized by Rabelais,
who began the philosophy of doubt. A libertine finally became
characterized as one "libre en sa creance et ne se laisse pas
captiver a la cre'ance commune" (1)
Towards the end of the reign of Henry IV, the "Essais" of
Montaigne were widely read, and the work was soon cited among
the "livres cabalist iques" (2) of the libertines. His "que
sais-je" was an echo of the "peut-etre" of Rabelais. This
sort of scepticism did not abstain from all affirmation but
consisted in giving one's ideas "non comme bonnes, mais comme
siennes". (5) The spirit of Montaigne spread everywhere and
had a great influence on the first half of the seventeenth
century.
(1) An expression of Garasse ("Doctrine curieuse des Beaux
Esprits de ce temps") quoted by Grousset: Oeuvres
Posthumes: "Etude sur la Societe des Libertins au XVIIe
Siecle", P. 65 ( Librairie Hachette et Cie) 1886
This work by Grousset and "Les Libertins en France au XVIIe
Siecle" (Leon Chailley -1896) by Perrens gives a good
account of libertinism.
(2) Garasse: "Doctrine curieuse" - quoted by Grousset P. 73
(3) Grousset: P. 74

The first years of the century appear as an epoch of sing-
ular license. Henry IV and his court were models of bad manners
and scepticism. Many writers imitated the filth of Rabelais.
The "Moyen de parvenir" by Beroalde de Verville was opposed by
la Mothe le Vayer, himself a libertine, and by Francois de Sales,
but the editions multiplied. The Italian influence was a cause
for this license of thought; the queen was a Florentine and was
surrounded by a large retinue of her people. In this way, a
libertine society of "beaux esprits" was formed.
The work of Montaigne was continued by Charron, the author
of the "Traite de la Sagesse". His "je ne sais" was a negation
implying affirmation, and, for him, for all religions were
"etranges et horribles au sens commun." (1)
The libertines became frightened when Vanini, the phil-
osopher of this epicurean society, was burned at Toulouse in
1621 for being hostile to religion. State authority seemed
to triumph, and the libertines were forced to withdraw some-
what
. They continued, however, to assemble in the cabarets
where they fell into deep degradation. The best known of the
"esprits forts" payed for the others, and it chanced to be a
poet of talent, Theophile de Viau. (2) Theophile had never
made an open confession of either atheism or of irreligion; he
was merely an "esprit libre et personnel, impatient de toute
contrainte, rebelle d' instinct a toute autorite gSnante, en
matiere litteraire auesi bien qu'en matiere religieuse, reclamant
1
' independence de chacun, et la sienne d'abord, pretendant ecrire
a sa mode, vivre de meme, penser de meme." (3)
(1) Perrens: P. 57
(2) 1590-1626
(3) -£fe44: p. 84-85 - Grousset
•r
This mobility of beliefs produced a spirit of indifference
and indecision. Doubt was the natural effect of the "esprit
particulier M . Mersenne thought it necessary to write a book
on "la verite des sciences contre les aceptiques" . (1625)
The new representative of the current of scepticism was
La Mo the le Vayer, who has already been mentioned (l). His
scepticism was supplemented by the epicurean teachings of
Gassendi who in his "Vie d'Epicure* (1647) declared the union
of epicureanism and scepticism.
For a time the libertines and Cartesians coexisted and
collaborated. The "doute me'thodique* of Descartes crowned
the current of scepticism, but there were two contradictory
principles: one of independence, the other of authority. The
Cartesians finally supplanted the libertines and thus the new
philosophy comes from Descartes and not from Gassendi. The
study of the influence of Cartesianism shall be continued in
the next part of this essay, for the libertine movement was
not yet over.
The salon of Ninon de Lenclos provided a meeting place for
the "esprits forts". The young men there awaited the day when
they would be freed of the two masters who governed Prance, but
the day was not far off, for Richelieu died in 1642 and Louis
XIII in 1643. The Regency began at a time when
"la ville aussi bien que la cour
Ne respirait que les jeux et l'amour". (2)
(1) See p.
5
(2) Saint-Evremond - quoted by Grousset P # 100
6.
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The first five years of the Regency prepared the way for the
Fronde which was the explosion of the spirit of independence
in all its forms: in politics, in religion, in literature, in
morals; but with the reestablishment of authority, libertinism
was kept in greater restraint.
Nevertheless, Ninon de Lenclos became more popular in
her society of irreligion and scepticism. She was a woman of
great intelligence and sensibility, having a philosophical
outlook on life. Although she lived to an old age (1), she
never became converted. When the abbe Testu tried to convert
her, she replied jokingly: "II croit que ma conversion lui
fera honneur, et que le roi lui donnera pour le moins une
abbaye; mais, s'il ne fait fortune que par mon ame, il court
un risque eminent de mourir sans be'nefice." (2) She had only
a very vague belief in the immortality of the soul.
Ninon's close friend was Saint -Evremond, one of the leaders
of incredulity. His satiric spirit caused him to spend three
months in the Bastille, and finally, in exile. He also died
a "philosophe" . A letter of Lefevre says: "Notre vieillard
a fini sa course. Ce fut dans la nuit de ce jour qu'il expira
sans peine, apres^peu ou point d'agonie; voyant que, depuis
quelque temps, il ne pouvait se reconciller avec l'appeti t, (3)
(1) 1620 - 1705
(2) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences; L' esprit phil-
osophique de 1675 a 1748" (7 mai. 1908) Vol 16, P. 418
(3) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: "L 1 esprit Philoso-
phique de 1675 a 1748" (7 Mai 1908) Vol 16: Footnote (4)
p. 418. Saint-Evremond etant malade, on lui, avait offert un
pretre pour se reccncilier: "De tout mon coaar, repondit-il:
je voudrais me reconcilier avec 1 ' appetit" (Bayle
,
Vol4, p 879)
•
il se re'solut avec assez de courage a se sentir mourir, il
a fait connaJtre aux autres, catholiques et protestants, qu'il
n'avait pas besoin des ceremonies de ce monde." (1)
Both Salnt-Evremond and Ninon were partisans of the phil-
osophy of pleasure. "II faut faire provision de vivres", said
Ninon, "mais non de plaisirs. On doit les prendre au jour la
journee." (2) Saint -Evremond took his place between "la vertu
rigide" and "le sale interet" (3) In his "Lettres s ur les
plaisirs" (4) he wrote: "je connais des gens qui troublent la
joie de leurs plus beaux jours par la meditation d'une mort
concerte'e — Pour vivre heureux, il faut faire peu de reflexions
sur la vie" (5) Although he believed in individual happiness,
he detested the evil passions. The only altrui&ic virtue he pro-
claimed was "l'amitie." In religion he was a sceptic; reason
could not make him believe either in God or in the immortality
of the soul. He felt that if the religious disputes were sup-
pressed, the Christians could reunite. "Ce que nous appelons
aujourd'hui les religions n'est, a le bien prendre, que difference
dans la religion, et non pas religion diffe'rente . " (6)
(1) Lanson -Revue des Cours et Confe'rences : L' esprit philosophique
de 1675 a 1748 (7 mai 1908) Vol 16 pp. 418-419
(2) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid P. 420
(3) These are his own terms.
(4) Written to M. le Comte D T 01onne
(5) For a fuller quotation see Lanson: Ibid (21 mai 1908) Vol
16 Pp. 482-483
(6) This is found in a letter to the Marechal de Crequi. See
Lanson: Ibid Pp. 489 and 490.
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This is the idea of theism. Intolerance for him was the true
absence of reason. "Chacun doit etre libtfe dans sa cre'ance.
Je ne trouve rien de plus injuste que de persecuter un homme
pour sa cre'ance; mais je ne vois rien de plus fou que de s'attirer
la persecution . " (1)
During his exile in England, Saint -Evremond kept in touch
with conditions in France by a correspondence with Ninon. In his
"Considerations sur les divers genies du peuple romain aux
divers temps de la Republique," he wanted to show the Romans
as they were and not as the classic tragedy pointed them.
After 1753, Saint -Evremond was eclipsed by Voltaire a nd
Rousseau. His influence was necessarily great for he gave
libertinism a prudent attitude and disguised incredulity with
deism. It is, therefore, in deism that one finds all those
who were trying to break away from orthodoxy.
The book in the seventeenth century which can best tell
about the "esprit libertin" is the "grand ouvrage entrepris
contre les athees" (2) the "Pensees." Pascal wanted to lead
the doubtful soul to faith and to make the libertines see their
position: "L 1 immortalite de l'ame est une chose qui nous importe
si fort, qui nous touche si profondement
,
qu'il faut avoir perdu
tout sentiment pour etre dans 1 ' indifference de savoir ce
qui en est." (3)
(1) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences." L'esprit
philosophique de 1675 a 1748 (7 mai 1908) Vol 16
Pp 489 and 490.
(2) Racine: Abrege de l'histoire de Port-Royal; quoted by
Grousset: P. 107
(3) Pascal: Pensees (Leon Brunschvicg - Librairie Hachette)
Section III No. 194 P 416; also Warrens French Prose
of the seventeenth century *(D.C. Heath & Co.) P. 104
r
Bossuet, in his "Oraison funebre d'Anne de Gonzague, "
offered vast subjects of meditation to those who desired to fix
their uncertain thoughts on a religious foundation. La Bruyere
attacked the religious sceptic: "Je voudrais voir un homme
sobre, modere, chaste, equitable, prononcer quil n'y a point
de Dieu; il parlerait du moins sans interet: mais cet homme
ne se trouve point." (1)
Having briefly noted some works which were opposed to
libertinism, one comes to an author who drew the living type of
libertinism. This author is Moliere who, in his "Don Juan",
depicted a "grand seigneur mechant homme," (2) who merely be-
lieves that "deux et deux sont quatre et que quatre et quatre
sont huit." (5) Don Juan appears as a true libertine of the
seventeenth century: "la beaute me ravit partout ou je la
trouve." (4) When the poor old man asks him for some aidh e
replies: "Tu te moques: un homme qui prie le Ciel tout le jour
ne peut pas manquer d'etre bien dans ses affaires." (5)
In "Tartuffe" there is a picture of hypocrisy and corruption
of manners which v©re increasing together at the end of the
century.
(1) Caracteres: Chap. XVI: "Des Esprits Forts."
(2) Moliere: "Don Juan" Act I, Scene I.
(Theatre choisi de Moliere-Librairie Hachette, P. 333)
(3) Ibid Act III, Scene 1, P. 340
(4) Ibid Act I, Scene 2
(5) Ibid Act III, Scene 2 P. 342
10 o
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By about 1680, the libertines were in agreement cn certain
fundamental points: scepticism concerning the reach of the
human mind; negation of revelation and of Providence; negation
of immateriality and immortality of the soul; and, finally,
apology or apotheosis of nature, according to temperaments.
The poet Hesnaut died in 1682 and was described by abbe"
Dubos as "un homme d' esprit et d* erudition, 'aimant le plaisir
avec raffinement, et debauche avec art et delicatesse . " (1)
Here are some of his verses, purely Lucrecian and epicurean:
"On meurt, et sans ressource, et sans reserve aucune;
S*il est, apres ma mort, quelque reste de moi,
Ce reste un peu plus tard suivra la meme loi,
Fera place a son tour a de nouvelles choses,
Et se replongera dans le sein de ses causes." (2)
One of Hesnaut ! s disciples was Mme. Deshoulieres who grouped
about herself adventuresses and "femmes galantes". Her verses
show her epicurean sentiments as well as a sad philosophy and
a pessimistic disgust for life. Her epicureanism is clearly
expressed in some verses of "le Ruisseau" (1684):
"Courez, ruisseau, courez, fuyez-vous, reportez
Vos ondes dans le sein des mers dont vous sortez;
Tandis que, pour remplir la dure destinee
Ou nous sommes assujettis,
Nous irons reporter la vie infortunee
Dans le sein du neant d'ou nous sommes sortis." (3)
(1) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: L' esprit
philosophique (12 mars 1908) Vol 16 P. 8
(2) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid: P. 9
(3) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid P. 10
11.
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In considering Bernier, it is necessary to note that his
works leave an impression of reserve and discretion, while in
reality he was rather bold. In popularizing the works of
Gassendi in his "Abre'ge de la philosophie de Gascendi" (1678)
he drew everything from natural r eason and later became the
protector of Descartes, In 1684, he produced his "Doutes"
saying that "plus on specule sur les choses naturelles, plus
on decouvre qu'on y est ignorant." (1)
As a man, Si int-Evremond called him "le plus joli
philosophe un grand douteur et voluptueux." He recalled
a very characteristic phrase of Bernier: "M. Bernier, en
parlant de la mortification des sens, me dit un jour: Je vais
vous faire une confidence que je tiens d'un ordre superieur:
je vous dirai en confidence que 1' abstinence des plaisirs
me parait un grand peche . " (2)
Madame wrote in 1699: "Rien n'est plus rare en Prance
que la foi chretienne; il n'y a plus de vices ici dont on ait
honte; et si la roi voulait punir tous ceux qui se rendent
coupablefcdes plus grands vices, il ne verrait plus autour de
lui ni nobles ni princes; il n T y aurait meme aucune maison de
France qui ne fut en deuil." (3)
(1) See Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: L' esprit phil-
osophique ( 7 mai 1908) Vol 16 P. 414
(2) See Lanson: Ibid P. 417
(3) Quoted by Grousset: P. 121 - 122
12.

At the end of the seventeenth century and at the beginning
of the eighteenth, the center of the libertine movement was
at the society of the Temple, the chief representatives of which
were the Vendome brothers, La Fare, and Chaulieu, the principal
literay author of the group. Here, however, the notion of
pleasure was enlarged to include the pleasure of others.
Chaulieu described himself as "Libertin et voluptueux,
vif par temperament, par raison paresseux, plonge dans les
plaisirs, mais capable d 1 affaire." (1) His verses expressed
the philosophy of the group. His three epistles tell the
three reasonable ways in which every man may face death:
deism, epicureanism, Christianity; but in t he three cases the
practical consequence is the same. In the first (1708) one
finds the account of a Christian deist, who keeps the ex-
terior forms of Christianity but rejects certain dogmas and has
a philosophical notion of Godi
" et mon Dieu n'est point un Dieu cruel.
On ne voit point de sang ruisseler son autel;
C'est un Dieu bien faisant, c'est un Dieu pitoyable,
Qui jamais a mes cris ne fut inexorable. "(2)
His epicurean epistle to the duchesse de Bouillon (1700) con-
tains the lines:
-
"Apprends a mepriser le neant de la vie;
Songe qu'au moment que je veux
Enseigner l'art de vivre heureux
Elle s'en va m'etre ravie." (3)
In the epistle to la Fare (1695), Chaulieu expressed Christian
ideas :
-
"D'un Dieu moteur de tout j ! adore l 1 existence;
Tout m'annouce son etre, et la terre et les cieux-" (4)
(1) Quoted by Perrens: P. 353 (Written in an epistle to
La Fare - 1703)
(2) For a fuller quotation see Lanson: Revue des C. et C:
L» esprit Philosophique de 1675 a 1748 (11 Juin 1908)
Vol 16, P. 627.
(3) Ibid
(4) A fuller quotation is found in Lanson: Ibid p. 628
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Sensibility was another characteristic of the libertines,
and Chaulieu again expressed himself
i
"Esprit, tu se'duis, on t T admire,
Mais rarement on t'aimera:
Ce qui surement toucher a,
C'est ce que le coeur nous fait dire.
C'est le langage de nos coeurs
Qui saisit l'ame, qui l'agite,
Et de faire couler nos jpleurs
Tu n' auras jamais le merite." (1)
This spirit of sensibility strongly showed itself, later, in
the eighteenth century.
La Fare, the disciple and companion of Chaulieu, had the
same philosophy of life.
Another retreat for t he "de'gout es" was at Sceaux, where
the duchesse du Maine was leader of a brilliant and frivolous
society made up of Mile, de Launay, Malezieux, abbe' Genest,
abbe de Choisy and others. Here religion, which held a very
small place, was continually being lost in floods of wine.
In this society, however, some men were more serious and to
them went influence with authority. One w as Lamotte-Houdart
who was Interestsin great problems and in observation; the
other was Fontenelle who shall later be considered with some
detail. (2) Let it suffice for the present to s ay that he
was indifferent to religion and was obliged by his scepticism
to preach and practise tolerance. He believed in God only
as a first cause but his was not a Christian God. Death, for
him, was the greatest of all evils.
Another serious libertine was Bayle, who shall also b
e
considered later. (3) He was a bold sceptic and the real pre-
cursor of the eighteenth century,
(1) Bedier et Hasard: Histolre de la LItte'rature francaise
illustree (Librairie Larousse) Vol II P 35 1
(2) See P 44 of this essay
(3) See P 40 of this essay
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With libertinism, there appeared about 1675 the beginning
of the deistic movement. It is perhaps for this reason that
Gustave Lanson does not attach much importance to the influence
of English deism which did not show itself until the eighteenth
century.
In 1676, a novel appeared entitled "La Terre Australe",
written by Gabriel de Foigny. Here are found the ideas of an
incomprehensible God and a pessimistic view of life. The
author was especially inspired by a desire for practical
rationalism; ie sought, by mean s of reason, an organization
of society in which there would be peace and hgp piness for all.
In 1677 appeared the first p>. rt of the "Histoire des
Sevarambes" by Denis Vairasse d'Alais. The religion of the
Sevarambes rested on three Gods; "un Dieu souverain et
incomprehensible, le Soleil, et la Patrie." Fundamentally,
this religion was deistic.
How did it happen that such irreligion could develop in
Catholic France, especially while under the rule of Louis
XIv? Religious quarrels, as mentioned before (1) were numerous
and ought to be pointed out, but no attempt will now be made
to discuss the details of each.
In the first place, there was the quarrel between the Catho-
lics, with Bossuet as their champion, and the Protestants
which finally caused Louis XIV to revoke the Edict of Nantes.
All the Catholics applauded this act which was, in truth, a
great mistake.
(1) See P. 4 of this essay
15.

There was also the Galilean doctrine which wanted to make
the Church of France independent of papal tutelage. Bossuet,
although of Gallican tendencies, tried to prevent the schism
and gave his "Sermon sur l 1 unite' de l^glise" (1681) which
sought conciliation. Since this satisfied no one, he drew up,
in 1682, the "Declaration du Clerge' de Prance, en quatre
articles, sur les libertes de l'e'glise gallicane." The king,
however, yielding to the Jesuits, finally r etracted the four
articles
.
Bossuet vigorously opposed those men who tried to apply
to the Holy Scriptures the methods of criticism which were
used in the study of profane hooks. His principal adversary
was Richard Simon (1) who, in his "His to ire critique du
Vieux Testament," had inaugurated the rational method of
criticism. Bossuet, perceiving the dangers of such an innova-
tion for the future of religion, intervened and had all the
copies of the work burned. (2) Simon continued to express
his ideas in several works but he was always opposed by Bossuet.
Quietism, a mystical doctrine professed by a Spanish
theologian Molinos (3), which recommended man to enter directly
in communication with God by ecstasy, was introduced in France
by Mme. Guyon.(4) She won over many important people in-
cluding Fenelon, a priest. Bossuet caused Mme. Guyon and
F^nelon to sign a formulary of thirty-four articles which
defined the orthodox doctrine. The incident seemed closed, but
Mme. Guyon, having begun anew her propaganda, was imprisoned
^1) 1683 - 1712
"
(2) 1678
(3) 1640*1696
(4) 1648-1717
p
at Vincennea. Bossuet and F^n^lon became the opposing
champions until the pope finally condemned the latter who,
in appearance, submitted with humility by publicly retracting
his works on the subject and preaching obedience to the
orders of the superiors.
Finally, there was the greatest struggle of all within
the ranks of Catholicism: the struggle between the Jansenists
and Jesuits. The Jansenists criticized the Jesuits for "putting
pillows under the elbows of sinners." The doctrines of Jansen,
which insisted that piety meant conversion, were spread in
France by Saint-Cyran. One of his most important converts
was Angel ique Arnauld (1) abbess of Port Royal. She converted
her brother Antoine who later attacked those confessors who
gave absolution too easily.
He Influenced Pascal In writing the "Pensees". In 1649,
the Sorbonne condemned five propositions (relating to
Predestination) from Jansen's "Augustinus . " Innocent X declared
them heretical, and the Jansenists accepted the censure in
the abstract, denying that Jansen had held the propositions
in the sense in which they were condemned. This was the be-
ginning of their downfall. They had set out to reform the
Church but ended by having to fight hard for a doubtful foot-
hold within it. Among the laity, a Jansenistic spirit w as
kept alive by the "Reflexions Morales sur le Nouveau Testament"
of Pasquier Quesnel. In 1703, Louis XIV ordered Jansenism to
be wiped out completely, and in 1711, their cemetery was
violated and their convent buildings torn down. In 1713, the
Bull "Unigenitus" appeared, condemning all that Jansenism had
said or tried to say 0
U) 1591 - 1661 "
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Louis XIV sadly survived his century. Respect was
going; faith was lost. All rules of life rested on religious
sentiment, and when that disappeared, the rules also vanished.
A state of general scepticism seized the heaife. Doubt was
well established and thenbegan to destroy itself.
From such corruption, good was to be born, leading to a
common conscience. A new society, resting on human reason,
was going to rise.
This is the work which the "beaux e sprits" of the
seventeenth century prepared. It was for the libertines to
tear down but not to build. This work was left for the purer
and more robust hands of the eighteenth century.
18.
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The Influence of Cartesianlsm and the Rationalistic Movement
It has already been noted how Cartesianlsm g ave a firm
basis to libertinism by its "doute methodique". It is now
necessary to determine what influence Descartes had on the
spirit of the eighteenth century.
Descartes had nothing to do with the spirit of the
seventeenth century. Classicism was already on its way before
the appearance of his "Discours de la M|thode" in 1637.
On account of the Inquisition of 1633, which condemned
Galileo for his tendencies, Descartes h id his treatise "Du
Monde" in which he had formulated a pure mechanistic theory
and a strong argument against the place of Providence. Morals
had no placein his philosophy.
With his "Discours de la Methode", he brought forth the
principle: "ne recevoir jamais aucune chose pour vraie que je
ne la connusse e'videmnent etre tel (1) In tracing the in-
fluence of this work one must keep in mind its five main
«
points: 1(a) identity of the human being and of thought; (b)
objectivity of science; (c) reason is all-powerful; (d) belief
in an indefinite progress; (e) belief in the goodness of
nature.
In reading Spinoza and Malebranche the people saw the
results of Decartes' work. The idea of progress (2) became
more marked than ever on account of the advances made in
science
.
(1) Warren: P. 16 ("Discours de la Methode")
(2) See P 30 0f this essay
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In the last twenty years of the s eventeenth century, cer-
tain men felt that the religious beliefs were running a dan-
ger. Bossuet was one of these men and he imputed this peril
to Cartesianism. He wrote to a disciple of Malebranche
(p/ay 21, 1687): "Pour ne vous rien dissimuler, je vois non
seulement en ce point de lanature et de la grace, mais
encore en beaucoup d'autres articles tres important s de la
religion, un grand combat se pre'parer contre l'Egllse sous
le nom de la philosophie cartes ienne. Je vois naltre de son
sein et de ses principes, a. mon avis mal entendus, plus d'une
here's ie." (1)
Others saw a greater peril than heresy. Nicole wrote in
his "Essais de Morale": "II faut done que vous sachiez que la
grande he>esie du monde n'est plus le calvinisme ni le luther-
anisme, que e'est atheisme. (2) Thus the fear of atheism al-
ready began to be felt.
Still others saw the perils of deism, but few realized
that this was the general movement of the century. The abbe'
Dubos wrote in a letter to Bayle (1695): J* observe dans notre
siecle un certain esprit de contradiction. (3)
(1) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: L'esprit
philosophique de 1675 a 1748 (17 jan 1908) Vol 16 P. 451
(2) Ibid
(3) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid P. 4 53.
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It is no wonder, therefore, that the Cartesian method
satisfied the people who became more and more rationalistic.
The colleges fostered this spirit by teaching the students
to judge for themselves. Even the classic literature made
a constant appeal to reason, as, for example, is seen in the
comedies of Moliere where reference is found to all the
forces of "bon sens" and "raison".
The foundation of the Academies and the development of
the periodic press were two impcr tant manifestations of the
"critique rationnelle" . The Academies (especially the Academy
of Sciences and the Academy of inscriptions) became unconscious
agents of philosophic propaganda. The journals were for the
grand public what the Academies were for the prominent public.
The "Journal des Savants" appeared in 1665 not a s a journal of
specialists, as the name seems to imply, but as a publication
for thcB e who desired general culture. In 1672, the "Me r cure
galant" began to appear and in 1701, the "Journal de Trevoux"
.
In this way scientific culture gradually became an essential
part of the culture of man.
Even the religion of Bossuet, the sincerity of whose belief
one cannot doubt, was penetrated by rationalism. La Eruyere,
in his chapter "Esprits forts", pretended to lead man to the
Catholic religion with its miracles and its mysteries. But to
do so, he employed rational arguments: "Je/pense, done Dieu existe
II y a de l'ordre dans le monde, done Dieu est tout-puissant .( 1)
Such proofs were always displeasing to Pascal.
(1) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences. "L' esprit
philosopl ique de 1675 a 1748 (16 jan 1808) P. 457 Vol 16
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Thus, on all sides, a disposition to think fre< ly on rel-
igious matters "began to fee manifest, and soon r at ionalism
penetrated Catholic thought itself, resulting, finally, in the
separation of the code of morals from religion. In spite
of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, the idea of toler-
ance began.
An example of this tendency, is found with Richard Simon
who formed the project of giving to the public a new French
Bible, equally useful to Catholicism and to Protestantism, with-
out f avoring either. The theologians protested, and the idea
of Simon could not succeed. This adventure, however, was not
entirely useless, for the public in general was led to believe
that the Catholics and Protestants were not far from having
the same beliefs. The mother of the Regent, the duchesse
d'Orleans, wrote in 1697: "II n'y a qu'une bonne et vraie
religion au monde, celle des honn&tes gens;" and she added that
this religion consisted "a vivre selon l'Evangile." (1)
A propos a book written by M. Coulau, in which the author
defended a work by the Jesuit Fathers Le Corrte and Gobin on
the Chinese religion, Bossuet wrote to M. Brisacier: "Je dis
done, en ge'neral, que ce livre est fait pour appuyer 1' indiff-
erence des religions, qui est la folie du siecle ou nous vivons".(
From this and the previous example, one can see how the idea
of tolerance was developing.
(1) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: "L'esprit
philosophique de 1675 a 1748 ( 6 fev 1908) V 16 P. 603
(2) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid P. 604
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The theologians themselves began to make an appeal to
reason. When Bos suet and Fe'nelon wrote the "Traite de la Connai-
ssance de Dieu et de soi-nieme" and the "Traite de 1' Existence de
Dieu" respectively, they relied on the power of natural reason.
In 1684, when the aboe de Dungeau and the Abbe de Choisy pub-
lished their "Quatre dialogues sur 1 1 immortalite de l'ame, la
Providence, l'existence de Dieu, et la religion," they said they
wished to "donner des raisons tirees d' eux-memes , qui ne depen-
dent d'aucune autorite', qui ne pre'supposent aucune instruction
precedente." (1)
A similar appeal to reason was made by the P. Bernard Lami
in his "Entretlens sur les sciences, dans les^quels on apprend
cornme l'on de doit servir des sciences pour se faire l'esprit
juste et le coeur droit." (1684) In this work, he did not
hesitate to place side by side the knowledge of God f rom the
Holy Scriptures and from natural matters! "On connait Dieu
ou par l'Ecriture saint ou par l'etude des choses naturelles
qui sont comme 1 ' image de Dieu. Pour 1' etude des choses
naturelles, la principale doit etre de l'esprit et du coeur
de l'homme." (2) A tendency was thus in motion towards the
separation of the moral code and religion.
At the end of the seventeenth century, the discussions
over the distinction between the "pe'che theologique" and the
"peche' philosophique" , led the public to believe that "la
religion" was one thing and "la morale" w$s another. (3)
(1) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: L'esprit philoso-
phique de 1675 a 1748 (6 Fev 1908) V 16 (. 604
(2) Lanson: Ibid P. 605
(3) For the separation of the code of morals and religion
See Lanson: Ibid Pp. 608 - 609
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' Another aid to the general development of rationalism came
from the Protestant movement, The Protestant refugees in
Holland played the role of popularizers by means of their books
and journals. They were bound to demolish the ancient edifice
of Christian theology by analyzing all the difficulties found
in Christianity and placing them before the eyes of the French
public, which became convinced that in matters of dogma, there
was no possible certainty. Gradually, a broad, comprehensive,
and tolerant philosophy began to appear, liberating the ideas
common to all sects; it was an important step towards the
"raison delste"
.
This Protestant thought was also impregnated with rational-
ism. A letter addressed to Bayle by the Protestant Jean
D'Oules contained the following: "Qu'on invective tant qu'on
voudra contre la raison, il faut enfin, malgre'' qu'on eu ait,
revenir a elle, quand ce ne serait que pour conna'itre qull
est juste et raisonnable de se de'fier d'elle et de s'en rapporter
a la reve'lation Comme la revelation est susceptible de
divers sens, en beaucoup d'endroits tres important s, il faut
que la raison nous conduire au veritable." (1)
Le Clerc may be considered as an example of the Protestant
theologian. In 1714, he wrote: "Je ne pretends pas vous imposer
rien par autorite et sans raison; ni exiger de vous de la
credulite', comme si vous etiez obliges de me croire, plutot
qu'un philosophe indien, chinois, ou japonais. Personne n'a
droit d' exiger rien de vous, non plus que de moi." (2)
(1) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: "L f esprit ph.il-
osophique" de 1675 a 1748 ( 6 fev 1908) V 15 P. 610
(2) Lanson: Ibid (19 nov. 1908) Vol 17 P. 67

He, therefore, believed in the liberty of examination,
in the confidence of reason, and in universal tolerance. By
his journals, le Clerc exercised some influence on the intel-
lectual formation of Voltaire and Diderot.
One can, therefore, see how the Protestants contributed
to the expansion of rationalism and helped form the "philosophic
incre'dule". Voltaire, in his "Siecle de Louis XIV," noted
that the progress of philosophy owed a great deal to the
Protestant controversies .
As a result of this development and expansion of ration-
alism, a new code of conduct and new san ctions were going to
be adopted, and would no longer depend on the Church. "La
morale des honnetes gens" was gradually forming and with a
study of the idea of progress (1) one shall see how the final
divorce between Christian morals and secular morals was being
prepared.
A striking example of the development of rationalism is
afforded by the germs of utilitarianism found in Catholic
thought, and by the liberalism of some of the administrators
under Louis XIV.
In Nicole and Malebranche is seen the beginning of a
realist and utilitarian sentiment. Malebranche praised the
scientist who was occupied with anatomy because such research
was helpful in the amelioration of human life and could increase
happiness on earth. Thus, in the shadow of religious thought, a
practical utilitarianism began and was to lead to the scientific
utilitarianism of the eighteenth century.
(1) See p.3Q of this essay.

It has already been noted bow Louis XIV aided the
spirit of incredulity; (1) it is now necessary to point out
how he helped the development of the spirit of liberalism.
By his maxims of government he prepared a formidable reaction:
despotism, which restrains the "esprits" , creates the need
of liberty in proportion to the constraint. A national
spirit began to arise and had to be dealt with. Each city
or province began to ask of the government, not a confirmation
of a certain peculiar liberty, but the proclamation of general
rights applicable to all the French provinces.
This spirit of liberalism was greatly fostered by
Colbert, the able minister of Louis XIV. His plans of
government - to make France a well-regulated and just monarchy
as well as a powerful commercial and industrial center (2) -
could not have been realized in all their aspects. They
failed because they conflicted with pride and ambition and
troubled many individuals. Nevertheless, the people realized
what this great minister had tried to do and their regrets
contributed to the formation of a spirit of criticism and of
social reform.
(1) See p.jfi of this essay
(2) The following remarks of Colbert (quoted by Lanson: "revue
des Cours et Conferences "L' esprit philosophique de 1675 a
1748" (27 fev 1908) Vol 16 P. 731 & 733 respectively) illus
trate his plans: "Recevoir tous les marchands qui viendront
a la cour avec des marques particulieres de protection et
de bonne volonte^ Reduire tout le royaume sous une meme
loi, m^rne me sure, et rreme poide."
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The individual felt that his destiny and interests
were bound up with a good administration of public affairs.
The part played by Malebranche and Spinoza in the devel-
opment of the ideas of Descartes must now be considered.
With the "Recherche de la Verite" (1674) Malebranchism
began and became the leading force of Cartesianism. It was
characterized by an attempt to combine Christian mysticism
with philosophical rationalism by trying to cause a rational
light to penetrate the mysteries of theology in the explanation
of the dogmas on Providence, grace, or Redemption. It was ai
attempt, therefore, to construct a free Christian philosophy,
and that was something new. The system of Descartes, considered
in its entirety, offered a lay philosophy, while the doctrine
of Malebranche, employing a rigorous method of analysis and
reasoning, was impregnated v/ith Christian mysticism. But the
"disciple of Descartes was pushing his points on dangerous
territory. The theory of the action of God and of the miracles
by H les voies generales" led to the idea of the stability of
the laws of nature, that is to say, to the negation of miracles,
the inutility of revelation, and the inefficacy of prayer.
Malebranchis^ therefore, led to determinism and naturally
troubled Bossuet, Arnauld, and Fenelon.
The influence of Spinoza began to be felt at the end of
the seventeenth century. P. Lami tried to sh ow that Spinozism
was only a variety of atheism.
He reproached him for trying to establish a political
religion; for denying God, Providence, and miracles; for
28.

ruining morals by furnishing man v/ith a doctrine which
allowed him to satisfy all natural instincts. Boulainvilliers
'
"Refutation de Spinoza" was a veritable reimpresslon of the
"Ethics" of that great philosopher. He announced the
sensualism of Locke and the theories of Shaftesbury.
Spinoza claimed that reason was sufficient for the under-
standing of God and continued to reduce religion to some
general principles to which reason alone may lead; it was a
philosophical religion. His "Tractatus" destroyed all the
old theological edifice of holy history and dogma. In pro-
claiming tolerance and free-thought, and in producing a social
doctrine inspired by the search for general well-being, he
furnished many important elements to the philosophers of the
eighteenth century, especially Voltaire.
One can, therefore, see how Cartesianism, passing through
the hands of Malebranche and Spinoza, became, in the eighteenth
century, the leading force towards irreligion.

IV
IDEA OF PROGRESS
(c
IV
The Idea of Progress (1)
It has already been pointed out that Cartesianiem
strengthened irreligion and was an important force in forming
the thought of the eighteenth century.
In spite of the new movement of ideaj, many of the
people were still attached to the ancients.
It is now necessary to consider Descartes as the first
main link in the chain of Progress of the seventeenth century.
He wanted to upset the doctrine of Aristotle which was
dominant in the schools. Like Bacon, he scorned antiquity
and was the enemy of all tradition, placing above everything
the value of personal reason and declaring the right for
each person to modify what had been done before him.
He ended in the true conception of Progress by the
modification of the individual himself, and he thought of
serving scientific progress in following the method which
he had prescribed. Science and philosophy were, therefore,
for Descartes, the condition of material and moral amelioration.
Malebranche, who has been considered as the immediate
disciple of Descartes (2) said in his "Recherche de la verite"
(1674): "Au temps ou nous vivons . le monde est plus age' de deux
mille ans; il y a plus d' experience , et doit etre plus eclaire';
c'est la vieillesse et 1' experience du monde qui font de'couyrir
la verite''. n (3)
Thanks to Carteslanism, a new type of certainty was
created: the mathematical certainty.
(1) For a complete study of the idea of progress, see Delvaille:
L'histoire de l'Idee de progres. (Felix Alcan, editeur - 1910)
(2) See p.£0 of this essay.
(3) Delvaille: P. 188
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With Pascal we again have the notion of progress.
He was, at first, a scientist and a Cartesian. He wrote,
that it was necessary to have "plus de vene'ration pour les
verites evidentes, que d' obst inat ion pour ces opinions recues.
He wanted to use the knowledge received from the ancients and
to advance therefrom.
Pascal believed that progress, in knowledge depended on
three conditions: "le temps, la peine, et 1 1 experience . " (2)
By "peine" he meant the initiative and personality of each
thinker, and "experience" signified, not only the man's ex-
perience, but the experience of his predecessors. "Toute la
suite des hommes, pendant le cours de tous de siecles, doit
etre consideree comme un meme homrne qui subsiste toujours et
qui apprend cont inuellement . " (3)
Pascal is then seen with his affirmations of a Catholic
theologian. He had been careful to assert that there was no
possible progress in religious matters. Having become a
Jansenist, he underwent an influence contrary to t hat of Des-
cartes; he criticised the doctrine and thought that philosophy
was not worth an hour of bother. He became a pessimist, b e-
lieving that the condition of man was terrible.
One, therefore, finds a different Pascal in the "Pense'es"
Tracing the most lamentable picture of human condition, he no
(1) Letter of Pascal to M. Perier (15 Nov. 1647) See Delvaill
P. 192 Note 1.
(2) See Delvaille Pp. 193-194
(3) Ibid P. 194
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longer believed in scientific progress, nor did he hope to see
the establishment of a better state. Passing to scientific
discoveries, he allowed himself to say that "les inventions des
hommes de siecle en siecle vont de meme;" and regarding morality,
he added: "la bonte et la malice du monde en general en est
de meme." (1) The theory of progress is modified, therefore,
in passing from the "Fragment " to the "Pense'es".
In the 'Pense'es" , which also contained a philosophy cf
religion, Christianity became the goal of humanity and to
reach this point of perfection a secret force was in motion.
The idea thus presented by Pascal was increased and
developed by Bossuet in his "Discours sur l'histoire univer-
selle" which was visibly inspired by the "Pensees". In lieu
of a theory of progress, Bossuet made an apology of the Church,
but his great mistake was to place a priori Providence and
from it to deduce real events, instead of using the reverse
method.
Pascal, therefore, appears first as an optimistic
scientist^ a pessimistic theologian, and, as an historian, the
apologist of religion. As a scientist, he was a philosopher of
progress; as a theologian he was rather a partisan of decadence.
One now comes to a literary event in the line of progress;
the quarrel between the ancients and moderns. Charles Perrault,
in his poem the "Siecle de Louis le Grand." placed the poets
of his century above the Greek and Romans. Heir of the ideas
of Desmarets, he continued the demonstration of his thesis by
the publication of "Paralleles des anciens et des mcdernes",
(1688) but found an adversary in Boileau. Nourished with the
(1) Quoted from pelvaille: P. 199
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ideas of Descartes, Perrault based his thought on the fact
that the human mind was capable of progress.
In his "Paralleles" , Perrault protested against the
fact that the idea of perfection was insensibly united with
the idea of antiquity and that merit increased with remoteness;
that was the cause for the pretended supe riority of the ancients
He then went on to explain the law of progress, admitting
fluctuations due to economic and political affairs, Perrault f s
mistake was in his failure to distinguish between the laws
of nature and the laws of man. According to Desmarets, nature
always produced perfect works, while, "pour 1' invention, les
hommes se corrigent les uns sur les autres, et les derniers
sont les plus heureux, les mieux instruite, et les plus par-
faits, selon le genie que Dieu leur donne ." (1) By these last
words, Desmarets indicated that it was necessary to take into
account the individuality and value of each person.
The idea of Progress was thus becoming more and more pre-
cise. Optimism, authorized by reason, was becoming familiar
to the public and tradition was shaken.
In his "Digressions sur les Anciens et Modernes" (1688)
Fontenelle showed his hostility to traditional ideas. Every-
where he professed a great admiration for Descartes who es-
tablished "une nouvelle lumiere qui de la s'est repandue dans
tout le monde pensant." (2) One of the progresses which Fon-
tenelle realized was to put the sciences and scientific dis-
(1) Quoted by Delvaille P. 209 from Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin:
Traite pour juger des poetes grecs, latins, et francais, ch
(2) Delvaille P. 211
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coveries within the range of all who were inter est^in them.
( "Entretiens sur la pluralite des mondes") In this way he
worked for social transformation, holding the ideas of
independence and free examination, and became a laborer of
modern society.
Fontenelle believed that the progress of knowledge was
not produced by chance; "II y a un ordre qui regie nos progress -
About 1688, the precise aff irmat ions rela tive to the
intellectual progress of humanity were expressed by the state-
ment: "L'humanite a eu son enfance, sa jeunesse; elle est
maintenant dans sa virilite." (1)
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the apostle
of the idea of progress was the abbe de Saint-Pierre. In his
nProjet de paix perpetuelle" (2) he attached himself especially
to what he thought the point of arrival of the march of modern
civilization ought to be
,
namely, perpetual peace and the
disappearance of war. He believed that the intellectual pro-
gress of humanity was leading towards a future state of happi-
ness. For the Abbe', the greatest obstacle to the progress
of the human race was war, which brought fear, poverty, and
ignorance. But in spite of the obstacles, he believed that
progress was unlimited.
He wanted the government of the States to b e perfected
to serve society in the best way. "Si l'on cultive la science
du governement , nous jouirons, avant cent ans, des progres que
nous n'aurons fait, au train que nous allons, que dans vingt
siecles." (3)
(1) Delvaille P. 222
(2) Two volumes appeared in 1713 and a third in 1717
(3) Delvaille P. 254
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In 1718 he proposed his plan of ideal government in the
"Polysynodie , " but many of the ideas were considered impract-
icable.
After his labors, the Abbe' was satisfied with all that he
had tried to do for the progress of humanity; he would consider
hir.self "paye de toutes ses peines, quand on lui laissait en
-
trevoir qu'un de ses projets pouvait etre execute' dans sept
on huit siecles." (1) His doctrines, touching on political
problems and social reforms, well announced a new spirit which
was that of the eighteenth century.
At the time when the Abbe' wrote his works, the condition
of France required reforms, and for this reason the people were
greatly ^interested in any projects which might better their
condition. The Abbe' found a disciple in the Marquis d'Argenson,
minister of foreign affairs from 1744 to 1747, whose ideas were
to act on public opinion.
The idea of progress was supreme in the eighteenth century
and was the center around which the great battle was waged
resulting in modern society.
(1) Quoted by Delv&ille P. 260
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VTHE IDEA OF SCIENCE
\
The Idea of Science
It is a great mistake to think that the Middle Ages
and the sixteenth century did nothing for scientific develop-
ment, but one has no doubt that the seventeenth century has
been one of the greatest scientific ages of humanity. The
seventeenth century produced the great scientific revolution
and gave rise to modern science; such names as Descartes,
Galileo, Pascal, Newton, Harvey, Leibnitz, tell a complete
story by themselves of the scientific development of their
age.
It is said: "C'est Francois I qui, le premier, fit
fleurir en France l'eruditon, Richelieu la litterature, Louis
XEZ i© 9 sciences." (1) The prestige of science was confirmed
by the protection of Louis XIV who greatly aided French and
other European scientists by granting them pensions. In
1666, the Academy of Sciences was founded under the patronage
of Colbert.
What were the consequences of this scientific progress?
The people became anxious to distinguish between what was
true and what was false, and a general free criticism of the
Bible naturally resulted. Pascal saw that many people were
inclined to believe that "tout vient d«. neant." The argument
of the stability of the laws of nature against Providence pro-
duced the negation of the power of God and of his intervention
in worHly matters.
(1) A remark of Cuvier, quoted by Rambaud:
Histoire de la Civilization franchise Vol II, P. 472
(Armand Colin et Cie, editeurs-1887)
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The belief in God who had no control over the world and
the laws of nature, led to the development of deism in the
eighteenth century.
Since reason is very important in the sciences, the idea
of science was the justification of the Cartesian theory.
Malebranchism, giving a method for scientific curiosity, was
quickly developing and gaining popularity among the people
at the end of the seventeenth century, because they realized
that their material well-being had increased as a result of
the authority of science. The chief representative of this
interest and taste for science was Pontenelle, who will be
considered later in greater detail.
i
The Cartesian philosophy, the idea of progress, and the
idea of science were the chief opponents of religion.
57.
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INFLUENCE OF ENGLISH
FREE THOUGHT

VI
Influence of English Free Thought
It is the purpose of this discussion to show briefly how
English free thought helped to develop French deism. In
the seventeenth century, literary relations with England
became greater, due, perhaps, to historical events. The
Protestant refugees in London kept constantly in touch with
France, Some works of Locke and Bacon were translated into
French and were well-known by the philosophers. Locke re-
presented utilitarianism while Bacon represented the spirit
of experimentation and observation. Three other men vdiose
works were well known by the French thinkers were Collins,
Tindal, and Toland, the principal representatives of English
deism.
The English writers deduced the necessity of tolerance
in place of persecution and of Rationalism in place of
obedience to authority. LockSs letters on "Tolerance" (1689)
expressed the hatred of tyranny; and in his "Treatises on
Government" (1690) he tried to make a utilitarian formula,
saying that the government exists for the good of the people.
The great representative of destructive opinions was
Hobbes who was set down as an atheist. He was discovering
that the Bible itself must be submitted to the test of
historical criticism. Here was the starting point of the
deist controversy; a religion of reason was sought. Christian-
ity was represented by such great names as Bentley, Locke,
Berkeley, Clarke, warburton; while Collins, Tindal, and Toland
were the chief arm-bearers of the deists.
Two books appeared in 1695 and 1696 respectively, whose
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titles are curiously significant; Locke's "Reasonableness
of Christianity," and Toland's "Christianity not Mysterious."
Locke accepted the authority at once of reason and of the Bible
not suspecting that there would be any difficulty in serving
the two masters. His view, in short, was that every man be-
came a Christian by accepting allegiance to Christ as his King.
Toland, in his work, maintained that there was no nonsense
in Christianity. He argued that the word mystery did not
signify a proposition inconceivable to one's mind, but simply
a proposition known by revelation alone. Hence God w as not
a mystery, being known by His attributes. The most obvious
interpretation of Toland's words would admit of pure Deism,
but would condemn speculations as to the nature of the Deity.
In reading between the lines, it was seen that Toland was
not affirming the true Christianity. A religion without
mystery was a religion without God.
Collins succeeded Toland as the most prominent representa-
tive of Deism. His first attack turned simply upon the gen-
eral doubts raised by the progress of criticism. In his "Essay
concerning the Use of Reason." (1707) he showed that the pro-
positions upon which Christianity rested were easily broken
down. In his "Discourse of Freethinking" ( 1713) he argued
that all sound belief must be based on free inquiry. He was
anxious to prove that the adoption of rationalistic principles
would involve the abandonment of a belief in supernaturalism.
Collins finally retired to Holland in the face of much opposi-
tion.
The third great deist was Tindal, but since his work
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"Christianity as Old as the Creation" appeared after 1715 (1)
it might merely be said that that work became the "Bible of
Deism.
"
Another form of deism was represented by Lord Shaftesbury (2)
who retained the general doctrine of a divine guidance but
relegated to the back-ground the doctrine of supernatural
sanctions. He made a God out of Nature. His vague and
optimistic religion is found in his "Characteristics" (1711)
which influenced Voltaire and Diderot.
All the French Deists were well acquainted with the works
of these English writers, and Voltaire, who knew some of the
authors, showed the influence of English deism in his "Traite'
de Metaphysique." (1754)
(1) 1730
(2) 1671-1713
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Bayle
At the end of the seventeenth century, one finds two
great thinkers, Bayle and Pontenelle, armed with the spirit of
criticism, which Descartes had prudently used, and manifesting
curiosity and a scepticism concerning moral, religious,
scientific, and social problems.
In 1683, Bayle published his "Pense'es sur la Comete," a
general treatise against superstitions .( 1) He at first criti-
cized popular traditions 5 "CMest une illusion toute pure que
de pretendre qu'un sentiment, qui passe de siecle en siecle
et de generation en generation, ne peut etre entierement faux." (2)
The idea to which Bayle himself attributed most importance
is that if the apparition of comets was a sign by which God
wished to manifest his existence, God, by this sign, favored
idolatrous beliefs as well as the true religion since the
priests of the false Gods would make assurance that their
Gods have acted. (3) He did not accept the argument of
"consensus gentium", that the universal belief in the divinity
proved the existence of the samej l'antiquite' et la generalite'
d'une opinion n'est pas une marque de verite. " (4)
(1) This work had appeared in 1682 as a "lettre a M.L.A.D.C.,
docteur de Sorbonne, ou il est prouve' par plusiers raisons
tire'es de la philosophie et de la theologie que
A
les
cometes ne sont point le presage d'aucun malheXur. Avec
plusieurs reflexions morales et politiques et plusieurs
observations historiques, et la refutation de quelques
erreurs populaires."
(2) Quoted by Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences : (II
juin 1908) Vol 16 V P. 634
(3) See Section 202 of the "Pensees sur la Comete."
(4) "Pensees sur la Comete" (ed Cazes) Section 100.
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The generally accepted opinion was that religion is always
accompanied by good customs. Bayle said "II n'y a guere de
rapport." (1) Idolatry did not make men "better nor did athe-
ism lead to immorality. He tried to show that the morality
of Christians was independent of religion: "Ce ne sont pas
les opinions generales de 1' esprit qui d^terminent a agir,
mais les passions presentes du coeur." (2) In proving that
the virtues most appreciated by the Christians are absolutely
contrary to the Gospel, he gave the example of false honor,
which causes one to fight with the man who has offended him.
Bayle arrived at the separation of manners and religious
beliefs. The source of virtue and vice was not in religion
but in the .natural disposition of the human heart and. in the
repression resulting from the laws.
The "Pensees sur la Comete" came at an opportune time,
for there was then forming a movement of resistance against
the belief irii the "merveilleux. " Other works against the
supernatural rallied around Bayle ! s book which w s the most
direct and most frank and profoundly impregnated with Carte-
sianism.
In 1686, Bayle brought forth his "Commentaire philosophique
sur ces paroles de Jesus-Christ:" contrains - les d'entrer."
It was an apology of tolerance, but many of the ideas had al-
ready been indicated in his "Nouvelles de la Republique des
Lettres .
"
(1) "Pensees sur la Comete" (ed Cazes) Section 133
(2) Ibid: Section 136
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Bayle showed that there was nothing more abominable than
to force conversion and that whoever refused to be tolerant
with others implicitly granted them the right to be intolerant.
To refuse tolerance was to introduce massacres, and civil wars.
There was only one way, therefore, t o ~et along and that was
by the reciprocity of tolerance. He continued to show that
a multiplicity of religions was not dangerous provided there
was tolerance.
Bayle' s book was found unsupportable and dangerous, but
in spite of this and other attacks, Bayle did not yield, and
until his very death, he fought for this idea of tolerance
which was so dear to him.
In 1697, Bayle published his "Dictionnaiie historique et
critique" containing for the most part, short articles and
copious notes. In the articles on theology and philosophy,
he especially attacked Providence and the soul and tried to
separate reason from faith.
In relation to the Bible, Bayle became truly malicious.
He delighted to point out contradictions, to show opposition
between miracles and the laws of nature, and even, by an article
such as that on David, to prove the immorality of the Bible.
In his articles on Christianity, Bayle opposed the ex-
cessive dogmatism both of the Catholics and the Calvinists.
He believed that society could exist without a religion if
the people were guided by moral righteousnes s . Bayle was
accused of atheism and was persecuted.
In his "Reponse aux questions d'un provincial", published
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in 1704, Bayle again touched upon questions already discussed
by him, emphasizing the fact that there can be no harmony be-
tween faith and reason,
In political matters Bayle did not believe in a good despot
or in the sovereignty of the people. The toasis of his politi-
cal views was peace and tranquility. He knew that society
was founded on passions and that it rested on avarice, am-
bition, and vice. In this, Bayle preceded Mandeville, the
English author of the "Fable of the Bees" (1723) in which one
finds that virtue is detrimental to the state and commercial
enterprise.
The success of Bayle was immense. This is shown by the
great effort made in France by the authorities to stop the
diffusion of his works. The success of the "Diet ionnaire"
was particularly great. A group of "baylistes" arose, and
Lanson describes them as "des esprits fins, curieux, sceptiques,
qui aiment la verite', ma is qui, n' aspirant pas a entrer en lutte
contre les puissants, ne sont pas remuants, et se contentent
de penser tout bas, de jouir tout bas de leur liberte' in-
tellectuelle." (1)
The influence of Bayle continued after his death, and he
became one of the creators of the philosophic movement of
the eighteenth century. He spread the idea of tolerance;
he showed that the idea of Providence wgs not tenable in the
face of reason; he contributed to the founding of "la morale
des honnetes gens." He wanted a code of conduct that would
be good for all men and all countries.
(1) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences: (9 Juillet 1908)
Vol 16 'Pp. 825 - 826
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Bayle har! his part in the rise of the "critique historique"
and it is especially by his critical attitude that he struck
the men of the eighteenth century. They saw In him a master
of examination and of doubt, although he was not solely a mas-
ter of scepticism. He tried to form and liberate sentiments
of humanity and equality and to free the conscience.
Bayle, just as Montaigne, was criticized as being a "dan-
gereux ennemi de le religion" and was attacked for his teach-
ings. However, his "Dictionnaire" was the delight of Voltaire,
d'Argenson, Frederick II, and, in general, of all the
"philosophies" of the eighteenth century. Even the "esprits
constructeurs" like Montesquieu, Diderot, and Rousseau, were
greatly impregnated with him.
No other writer of the century of Louis XIV left so many
ideas, methods, and arguments to the following century.
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Lanson describes Fontenelle ,( 1) as a "litterateur, un bel
esprit, un poete, qui a evolue' vers l'activite' scientifique(2
)
La Bruyere wrotej "Entrez dans son magasin, il y a a. choisir;
prose ou vers, que voulez-vous? Cydias reussit egalement l'un
et 1» autre." (3)
Fontenelle not only preached the cult of science but also
practiced it. Inspired with Cartesianism, he assumed the role
of master of philosophy of the "gens du mondej and introduced
science into the conversation of women. In the examination
of ideas, he had complete faith in his method and in reason .
He was too discreet to spread Ideas of social reform.
In 1683, Fontenelle issued the "Dialogues des Morts,"
containing many fine ideas and a solid independence of judgment.
In "Anacreon et Aristote," are found the sentiments of a man
who guesses that the philosophy of the eighteenth century will
be a study of man and his passions and will try to direct
human life in order to ameliorate it. Fontenelle touched upon
the quarrel of the ancients and moderns with great skill in
the dialogue between Socrates and Montaigne.
In his "Entretiens sur la Pluralite des Kondes" (1686), an
exposition of the representation of the world according to
Copernicus and Galileo, Fontenelle tried to bring all the
idea within the comprehension of the average person.
(1) 1637-17^
~ ~
(2) Revue des Cours et Conferences (26 Nov. 1908) Vol 17 p. 117
(3) Chapter on "Societe et de la Conversation." Quoted by
Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences Vol 17 'P. 118
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In his Preface, he wrote: "Je ne demande aux dames pour
tout ce systeme de philosophie que la m&me application qu ' 1 faut
dormer a la "Princesse de Cleves," si on veut en suivre bien
1' intrigue et en connaitre toute la beaut e. (1) He popular-
ized the scientific method: "ne rien croire que par raison,
savoir douter, s avoir ignorer . " (2) Fontenelle was not writing
for the multitude; he did not want the learned men to divulge
"leurs mys teres dans le peuple." (3) It was only at the
beginning of the nineteenth century that this work was classed
as an instrument of popularization. He spread the idea that
the earth was lodged in a corner of the Immense universe and
tried to show that the worlds were governed by mechanical laws.
He used God merely as a first cause. One can easily see how
such a work would cause the people to doubt the Bible and,
therefore, it was very important in the formation of the
"esprit philosophique."
The following year, in 1687, Fontenelle published his
"Histoire des Oracles," showing that, contrary to an opinion
adopted by the Christians and perpetuated up to his time, the
oracles were not made by demons and that they did not cease
with the coming of Christ. He wrote that the human mind, in
ignorance, loved wonder, and that by intellectual laziness
one failed to seek verification and, therefore, interpreted
prodigious things which did not exist.
(1) Oeuvres de M. de Fontenelle (ed Brunet 1752) Vol 11 P. 4
(2) Lanson: Revue des Cours et Conferences (26 nov. 1908
Vol 17' P. 125
(5) Quoted by Lanson: Ibid P. 128
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Oracles ceased, he continued, only when the human mind he-
came enlightened. All that he said of oracles could be ap-
plied to miracles.
All the philosophical arguments used to combat religion
are found in principle in the "Histoire des Oracles."
Fontenelle treated all religious beliefs as simple prejudices
accredited by antiquity and upheld by popular creaulity. The
Cath olics naturally marked out the impiety of the book and
tried to curb the influence and the expansion of the ideas
contained in it.
In 1686, Fontenelle gave his "Digressions sur les Anciens
et les Modernes", whL ch tried to give principles of taste
and literary judgment. This work marked the first philoso-
phical battle won by the new spirit. In favoring the moderns,
he fortified his argument with scientific philosophy and em-
ployed the idea ofthe fixity of the laws of nature: "La nature
a entre les mains une certaine pate qui est toujcurs la meme,
qu'elle tourne et retourne sans cesse en mille faeons et
dont elle forme les hommes, les animaux, les plantes; et cer-
tainement elle n'a point forme' Platon, Demosthene, ni Homere
d»une argile plus fine ni mieux preparee que nos philosophes,
nos orateurs, et nos poetes d^ujourd'hui
. (l) Fontenelle,
therefqre, believed in the general law of progress in
(l) Fontenelle: "Digressions sur les Anciens et les
Modernes" (ed Brunet 1752) Vol 4 Pp. 171-172
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literary, as well as in scientific, matters.
At about this time, Fontenelle was definitely turned
towards the sciences. Although he did not determine this
scientific movement, (l) no one contributed more than he in
spreading an interest in, and a knowledge of, the sciences.
In 1697, he was named "secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie
des Sciences, M and, in 1699, he began his "Histoire" of this
Academy. By his MDi scours sur l'utilite des Mathematiques
et de la Physique, M he showed that he realized the importance
of the mathematical and physical sciences.
By his works, Fontenelle accustomed the minds of the
people to the idea of a constant order of nature andto a
universe ruled by permanent laws; he eliminated chance and the
supernatural. He showed the mode of attack that would be used
in the philosophical war of the eighteenth century.
(1) See p. 44 of this essay
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CONCLUSION
Perhaps we may now venture to take a view of the whole
subject. Having established that the eighteenth century-
appears to be different from the seventeenth in the chief
points of comparison, I tried to explain the different
currents which traversed the seventeenth century and produced
the new spirit of the following age.
In the first place, it was my aim to show how the serious
libertines, fortified by Cartesianism, put away dogma and popular
beliefs by the use of good sense and reason. But having be-
come more prudent, they took on an aspect of deism. Pro-
testantism also served the interests of rationalism and of
political liberalism. Being outside of France, the Pro-
testants were in a position to submit a bold criticism of the
Christian rel igion. Towards 1680, we saw, in certain literary
movements, that deism was distinguishing Itself from the pure
libertine movement. It was a sort of enlarged Christianity
made up of libertines, Cartesians, Catholics, and Protestants.
7/e have also seen how this spirit of irreligion was aided by
Louis XIV and the religious quarrels.
I then tried to show how Cartesianism produced a new
method of examination by means of reason, and that, about
1680, there was a rationalistic movement in which all the
forces of Christianity took part. There was a universal
desire to organize literature, sciences, life, and, in a
sense, society, according to truth and reason. This ration-
alistic movement created two important organs at the end
of the seventeenth century which were to be very important
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in the eighteenth: the Academies and the Journals.
The idea of progress then held our attention, and I ven-
tured to show how it had become a current idea, passing into
public domaine. At the end of the century, the Quarrel made
the question of progress the true topic of the day, and one
had to take sides. The spirit of "fraternite" arose as a
great and incontestable progress, as shown in the works of
the abbe de Saint-Pierre who sought social and political
reforms and greater happiness for all.
We then saw how the idea of science strengthened irr-
eligion by producing a desire for truth and a freer criticism
of the Bible.
Having established that deism existed in France, I con-
tinued to point out how the principles of English free thought
helped to develop the deistic spirit and to form the great
deists of the eighteenth century.
I then discussed two individual influences which acc-
entuated the several movements. We saw how Bayle helped to
establish principles with wh ich to criticize miracles and
Providence. Having proclaimed tolerance, he then separated
morals from religion and founded them on the rights of the con-
science. Without having a social moral, he set the foundations
for it, unknowingly, in declaring that the passions were the
foundation of society.
With Pontenelle we saw the influence of pure science on
literature and on the conscience. Teaching the people how to
use the faculty of reason, he inaugurated the criticism of
the belief in the supernatural. As a scientific popularizer,
he showed the value of scientific methods.
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Thus we have the influences to which we may attribute
the movement that produced the spirit of the eighteenth
century. We find that the political, moral, and religious
evolutions of the eighteenth century were merely a continua-
tion of those currents which traversed the earlier period.
In the eighteenth century, the minority became the majcr ity;
a social conscience was formed, and the people, realizing that
they had the right to demand of those in power a good admini-
stration assuring public happiness, finally brought forth,
though by the shedding of blood, the great French formula of
"Liberte', Egalite, Praternite.
"
END
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